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Streelights
Josh Rouse

This is a great song taken from the Nashville album which is superb.

D	       Gm/D
Rock and roll, You are in the air and
D	      Gm/D
So uncooool,  Still I want to do
Bm
The best I can lets me on the corner and 
                  D              Gm/D
act like were old friends

		      Bm
We can talk about the streetlights
    A	       Bm	             A
The people.... Sourrounding you in a haze.
F#/Gb	               Bm
Boy you tell me how it feels
        F#/Gb	          Bm
To be a nerves man at the wheel
	         G
You don t have a master plan.
	           D
But you will start today,
G	       D
You will start today.

D	       Gm/D
Called you up, Cause I felt so guilty
D	 Gm/D
Ended up it was not such a pretty 
Bm		
Seen, lets bump the ashtray 
               D               Gm/D
wipe the table clean.

		      Bm
We can talk about the streetlights
    A	       Bm	             A
The people.... Sourrounding you in a haze.
         F#/Gb          Bm
Boy you tell me how it feels
        F#/Gb	          Bm
To be a famous man at the wheel

	         G
You don t have a master plan.
	           D



But you will start today,
G	       D
You will start today.
G
You will start.....

F#/Gb	                 Bm
When all of your fear is gone,
	                    G
And your thinking that your strong enough
				
To make the jump up to the great big
D            Gm/D
staaaaaaaar. Ahhh arrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
D           Gm/D
Staaaaaaaar Ahhh arrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
          Bm		
Aahhhhhhh haaaaaaaaaaaaaa
D             Gm/D

		      Bm
We can talk about the streetlights
    A	       Bm		    A
The people.... Sourrounding .It s a strong pull.
                      Bm
We can talk about the streetlights
    A          Gm
The people.... Going down.

 	           D
But you will start today,
G	       D
You will start today.
G	       D
You will start today
G	                         D
You will staaaaaaaaart.          Today


